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This is the first issue of the ICT4CART technical newsletter. Its aim is to
share the key results obtained from the use cases demonstrated during
the project at four test sites: Germany, Austria, Italy, and a cross-border
case. The readers of this first ICT4CART technical newsletter will discover
the results from the use cases demonstrated in the German and cross-
border sites. They will learn more about technologies such as smart
parking, and G5 short range communication, as well as technologies
used to increase the vision of the vehicle on the surrounding traffic.

ICT4CART IN A NUTSHELL
Launched in September 2018, ICT4CART aims to provide an ICT infrastructure to
enable the transition towards road transport automation. Its main goal is to
design, implement and test in real-life conditions a versatile ICT infrastructure
that will enable the transition towards higher levels of automation (up to L4)
addressing existing gaps and working with specific key ICT elements, namely
hybrid connectivity, data management, cyber-security, data privacy and accurate
localisation. 
To meet this high level objective, ICT4CART is bringing together, adapting and
improving technological advances from different industries, mainly telecom,
automotive and IT. It adopts a hybrid communication approach where all the
major wireless technologies, i.e. cellular, ITS G5 and LTE-V, are integrated under
a flexible “sliced” network architecture. This architecture will ensure
performance and resilience for different groups of applications according to the
needs of higher levels of automation (L3 & L4). Lastly, ICT4CART builds on high-
value use cases (urban and highway), which will be demonstrated and validated
in real-life conditions at its four test sites. It focuses on four high-value use
cases: (UC1) dynamic adaptation of vehicle automation level based on
infrastructure information, (UC2) intersection crossing (urban) & lane merging
(highway), (UC3) smart parking & IoT services, and (UC4) cross-border
Interoperability.



GERMAN PILOT SITE

Smart parking and on-demand
fleet management applications;
Crossing an intersection with the
help intelligent infrastructure and
hybrid communication while:

The German Test Site is located in the
City of Ulm and its surrounding area.
The activities at the ICT4CART German
site have been carried out
successfully. They generated relevant
results in relation to two main use
cases:

            a. Using an environment model
of the intersection fed by
infrastructure sensor information
(“virtual mirror”) at an unsignalised T-
junction. 
      b. Using traffic light states
including predictions at a complex,
signalized intersection.

KNOWLEDGE BOX

Ulm is a German city in
the State of Baden-
Württemberg in the South
- West of Germany. With a
population of over
125,000 inhabitants and
an area of 119 km2, it is
the centre of the
surrounding area. Ulm is a
cultural and an economic
centre, as well as a hub for
traffic and transport. In
the area of the city, we
find 481 km of roads, 326
km of which are run by
the city; and go through
city and suburbs. Over
80,000 motorised vehicles
are based in Ulm. Ulm is a
traffic hub for A-roads and
train connections.

Core Partners involved in
the German test site: Ulm
University (leader); NOKIA,
SWM; BMW, COU; IBM-IE
and AIRBUS.

ICT4CART cameras in the City of Ulm
(source: Ulm University).
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Use case: smart parking

The use case has been developed at BMW and enables fleet
managers to intelligently and securely relocate fleet vehicles by
processing parking data from a city or third party providers. This
requires a common data format and interface for seamless bilateral
communication, along with communication authentication and
encryption. BMW has specified and developed algorithms for fleet
management and ride hailing and combined the results with the Ulm
parking data. BMW also developed a Ride Hailing Simulator, which
simulates the matching of vehicles to customer requests for a ride.
The simulator features two types of basic entities: vehicles and
requests.

As the simulation starts running, requests are matched to vehicles
and the vehicles start moving.  oth vehicles and requests go through
different statuses. Transitions from one status to another are
triggered when a vehicle reaches a position, for example pickup
location, drop-off location or vehicle-service location. One of the
simulation components is the parking component that enables the
simulation to relocate idle vehicles to the nearest parking garage
with available parking spaces.
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Use case: smart parking
The parking information stems from the ICT4CART Service
Provider Gateway and the parking functionality can be switched
on and off. At the same time the simulator gathers various
statistical data, with the most important being revenue and
cost information for each vehicle. These data are used to
evaluate the impact that the ICT4CART infrastructure has on
the smart parking use case in relation to profit. The results
from all the tests run show that the ICT4CART infrastructure
reduces the cost and, in most cases, increases the revenue and
the total profit. All information about vehicles and requests is
stored and can be exported from the simulation anytime as a
snapshot of the system.

A parking data interface enables the simulator to pull live parking
data from the Parking Service Gateway. Together with the actual
utilization of the parking garages and spots, the interface also
delivers a prediction of availability for the next hour.

Watch the video of the  ICT4CART smart
parking test!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oSy8EIRG9Tk
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Use case: Intersection crossing
 

"Intersection crossing" is an ICT4CART pilot case used to increase the
vision of the vehicle on the surrounding traffic. The testing took place
in one of the suburbs of the City of Ulm and was led by Ulm
University. SWARCO, NOKIA and IBM-IE provided Road Side Units
(RSUs), an LTE/5G test mobile network with a MEC server, and a
message broker, respectively. The ICT4CART automated vehicle and
the infrastructure sensors were provided by Ulm University.
The main goal of ICT4CART in this scenario was to enable the crossing
of intersections in an automated way involving mixed traffic. During
the testing, IC4CART partners distinguished between two intersections
with different approaches, one at a signalised intersection, and one
with an intersection that is not signalised.

A connected automated vehicle approaches the signalized intersection, which is
equipped with the ICT4CART solution (source: Ulm University).

In order to pass the signalised intersection and to maximize comfort,
efficiency and safety while crossing, ICT4CART deployed signal phase
and timing data with predictions supplied by connected traffic lights.
The partners also used an RSU for hybrid connectivity via ITS-G5 and
LTE/5G. For the unsignalised intersection, both merging left and right
into the priority road were demonstrated.
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Use case: Intersection crossing
 

For merging right, the
vehicle must respect traffic
coming from only one lane
of the priority road, whereas
for merging left, it has to
respect two lanes of the
priority road.

The ICT4CART vehicle had to
face an additional challenge
posed by buildings or
parked vehicles that
occluded the on-board
sensors’ field of view. Using
the environment model
received from the
infrastructure (via the MEC
server), the predictive
planning algorithm can
identify possible gaps in the
relevant lanes, and adjust its
speed for an optimal
merging manoeuvre,
merging either before, after
or between vehicles. 

KNOWLEDGE BOX
 

For the intersection crossing use case
(unsignalised intersection), Ulm
University developed an environment
model built on detections of camera
sensors mounted on lampposts along
the streets close to the junction area.
The information from the sensors
about the road users is used for an
overall environment model of the
junction area using multi-object fusion
and tracking methods. Using that, the
researchers were able to retrieve the
environment model, a mathematical
description about the size, position,
orientation and movement of all road
users.
Additionally, Ulm University applied a
prediction network to those data to
allow latency and processing time
compensation, as well as predictive
planning aboard the vehicle based on
the predicted environment model. This
network generates forecasts regarding
the possible movement of objects for
the following few seconds. The tests
were performed with an automated test
vehicle of Ulm University in real traffic
conditions. 
The hybrid communication was realized
together with NOKIA and SWARCO,
while IBM-IE provided the broker on the
edge server, and the City of Ulm helped
with installation and maintenance.
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Use case: Intersection crossing
 

Schematic of the unsignalised intersection and the occluded field of view of an
automated vehicle turning from a side road onto the priority road (source: Ulm

University).

Thanks to these data from the infrastructure sensors, the occluded
road users was made “visible” to the connected automated vehicle.
Thus, the ICT4CART vehicle was able to perform both manoeuvres in
real traffic conditions.

All the objectives of the scenario were achieved. The demonstrations
in real traffic show that the ICT4CART solutions can provide more
passenger comfort, traffic efficiency, and energy efficiency.

Watch the video of the  ICT4CART
intersection crossing test!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RFdIpi3buAg.
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CROSS-BORDER PILOT SITE
Austrian-Italian border

One of the strengths of ICT4CART is to
go beyond national boundaries and,
thanks to its cross-border test site
located at the Brenner Pass, to test
and demonstrate cross-border
interoperability. Parts of the activites
carried out in the Austrian pilot site
were coupled with some of the Italian
pilot site’s activities to implement, test
and analyse five technologies in a
cross-border scenario at the Brenner
Pass. 

KNOWLEDGE BOX

The Brenner Pass is
located at the border
between Austria and Italy
and is the most important
traffic route across the
Alps. The Brenner Pass
hosts more than 60% of
all transalpine traffic and
counts 14 million vehicles
per year (one vehicle every
2 seconds). 

In the use-case scenario, three project vehicles equipped with
demonstrator applications cross the border on the motorway between
Italy and Austria (in both directions: from Italy to Austria and vice-versa)
while remaining connected to the ICT4CART infrastructure via hybrid
V2X-based communication. Thanks to the connectivity and the ICT4CART
connectivity-based platform the vehicles can improve their capability of
dynamically adapting their autonomous driving.

The Brenner test site involves Italy
and Austria; more specifically, it
involves parts of motorways A22
(Italy) and A13 (Austria) in the
cross-border area, between the
parking area Brenner South (Italy)
and the parking area of Noesslach
(Austria).
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Dedicated network (RSUs via ITS-G5), telecom network (Brokers via
LTE) 
Italian RSUs, Austrian RSUs, mobile Austrian RSUs
Italian Broker, Austrian Broker
Broker on a server, on a Mobile Edge Computer, in a Cloud
Software Implementation in software containers which can be
moved to different hosts without changing the code

The Brenner Pass is a challenging alpine terrain due to tunnels,
roadworks, many bends, and narrow lanes, nevertheless it has good
testing infrastructure and many turning points for multiple test runs. 
ICT4CART partners tested different implementation concepts on every
point of the data flow to make sure that the system is working
according to a common specification and to guarantee that despite
the fact that different networks were involved, the traffic information
cores of the delivered messages were completely identical:

As part of the activities carried out in
this pilot site, the partners also
implemented a functionality called
Technical Exercise, which allows test
points to be put into the system. This
means, it is not necessary to wait for
incidents to happen to test if the
system will respond accordingly.
Technical Exercises were carried out in
the Italian and in the Austria test site
and in both cases the messages were
received without problems. 

CROSS-BORDER PILOT SITE
Austrian-Italian border

An off-the-shelf-device for receiving C-ITS messages (Vector/AustriaTech),
a processing unit by an automative supplier (Bosch), and an integrated in-
car solution by an auto manufacturer (CRF) all received messages on both
sides of the border, decoded them correctly, and acted accordingly. 
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From the ICT perspective, ICT4CART brought long-lasting
achievements. Not only did the Brenner pilot site enable a direct
comparison of ICT infrastructures across border lines, but it also made
sure that the C-ITS environment in Italy and Austria is implemented
according to C-ROADS specification, the European Platform for
harmonized C-ITS deployment.

CROSS-BORDER PILOT SITE
Austrian-Italian border

Moreover, there is
now full hybrid ITS-G5
and cellular coverage
on the Italian and
Austrian testing sites,
which will remain in
place even after the
end of the project.  

This brings permanent benefits to the region and sets it up for a future
with ground-breaking automated and connected driving.
Last but not least, the testing also showcased that data content from
Traffic Management Centers needs to be further developed to support
future higher automation levels. However, the backbone of the
transmission of these traffic messages and the mobile possibilities is now
laid down in national tests and on cross-border cases thanks to
ICT4CART.
In the next technical newsletter, we will analyse the Italian an Austrian
pilot tests, stay tuned! 

In the next technical newsletter, we will analyse the
Italian an Austrian pilot tests, stay tuned! 

SUBSCRIBE HERE TO OUR NEWSLETTER!
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https://www.ict4cart.eu/contact


Austriatech - Gesellschaft Des
Bundes Fuer
Technologiepolitische
Massnahmen GmbH (ATE),
Austria
Universitaet Ulm (Uulm),
Germany
Naytiliakes Metaforikes Kai
Epikoinoniakes Epixeiriseis
Seability Epe (SEAB), Greece
Leading Innovation & Knowledge
for Society - LINKS Foundation
(LINKS), Italy
European Road Transport
Telematics Implementation
Coordination Organisation -
Intelligent Transport Systems &
Services Europe (ERTICO),
Belgium
Stadt Ulm (COU), Germany
Comune Di Verona (CDV), Italy
Societa Per Azioni Autostrada
Del Brennero (Brenner-
Autobahn) (Bre), Italy
Urban Foresight Limited (UFL),
United Kingdom

ICT4CART consortium

Institute Of Communication And
Computer Systems (ICCS),
Greece
IBM Ireland Limited (IBM-IE),
Ireland
IBM Research GmbH (IBM-Z),
Switzerland
Centro Ricerche Fiat Scpa (CRF),
Italy
Bayerische Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft (BMW),
Germany
Nokia Solutions And Networks
GmbH & Co KG (Nokia),
Germany 
Wind Tre Spa (Wind), Italy
T-Mobile Austria Gmbh (T-Mob),
Austria
Robert Bosch Gmbh (Bosch),
Germany
Swarco Mizar Srl (SWM), Italy
Cassidian Cybersecurity Sas
(Airbus), France 
Autobahnen- Und
Schnellstrassen-
FinanzierungsAktiengesellschaft
(Asfinag), Austria
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